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Abstract. A framework for multi-agent based clustering is described
whereby individual agents represent individual clusters. A particular feature of the framework is that, after an initial cluster configuration has
been generated, the agents are able to negotiate with a view to improving on this initial clustering. The framework can be used in the context
of a number of clustering paradigms, two are investigated: K-means and
KNN. The reported evaluation demonstrates that negotiation can serve
to improve on an initial cluster configuration.
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Introduction

Data Mining and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are well established technologies
which are finding increasing application. One of the current challenges of data
mining is how to cope with the ever increasing size of the data sets that we wish
to mine. A highlevel answer is to adopt and apply greater computational power.
This can be achieved in a number of manners. One approach is to make use
of distributed [6, 8, 10, 21, 22, 25] or parallel [13, 26, 27] processing techniques so
that several processors can be applied to the problem. This of course assumes
that appropriate “farms” of processors are available. However, a more specific
disadvantage is that of centralised control and lack of generality. Distributed and
parallel data mining techniques typically assume a “master” process that directs
the data mining task, therefore control is centralised at the master process and
consequently these systems lack robustness. Further, distributed and parallel
approaches tend to be directed at specific data mining applications and are difficult to generalise (because of the centralised control inherent to these systems).
MAS offer an alternative to handling large quantities of data by harnessing the
power of numbers of processors, with the added advantages that control is not
centralised and consequently such systems can be much more robust and versatile.
A MAS is essentially a collection of software entities (agents) that are intended to cooperate in some manner so as to undertake some processing task.
An important aspect of this cooperation is that the agents behave in an autonomous manner; they negotiate with one another to complete a given task
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rather than being directed to do so by some master process. The idea of adopting MAS technology for data mining is therefore an attractive one. Multi-agent
Data Mining (MADM) or Agent Assisted Data Mining (AADM) also allows for
distributed data to be mined effectively without the need to first move the data
into a data warehouse. This offers advantages where it is not easy or not possible
for data to be first collated. MADM also supports the creation of frameworks
that can be allowed to grow in an almost anarchic manner, agents can be easily
incorporated into such frameworks as long as they comply with whatever protocols have been specified. The nature of these protocols remains a research issue.
A number of Agent Communication Languages (ACLs) have been proposed but
often these are difficult to fit to particular applications; it is therefore frequently
necessary to extend or partially replace the set of performatives that are specified
as part of these ACLs in order to taylor them to the specific scenario.
This paper describes an MADM framework, a set of agent communication
performatives and supporting protocol, directed at unsupervised learning (clustering). The framework comprises four general categories of agent: user agents,
data agents, clustering agents, validation agents (there are also house keeping
agents, but these can be considered to be orthogonal to the task of data mining).
Some of these agents are persistent while others are spawned as required, and
have a lifetime equivalent to the duration of a given clustering task. To support
the desired MADM communicates a dedicated set of performatives have been
derived. A particular feature of the framework is that it supports negotiation
between agents. This negotiation process allows for the enhancement of clusters
once an initial cluster configuration has been established.

2

Previous Work

This section presents a review of some related work to that described in this
paper. The section commences with some general background to MADM and
then continues with a brief review of some parallel work on MAS clustering,
highlighting the distinction between this work and the proposed MAS clustering
approach.
There are two main paradigms for the interaction and integration between
agent and data mining [4]: (i) data mining-driven agents which is the use of
data mining to support the abilities of agents such as adaptation, coordination,
learning, reasoning, etc. and (ii) agent-driven data mining, commonly known
as Multi-Agent Data Mining (MADM), is the use of a collection of agents to
perform data mining tasks. Surveys of agent-based distributed data mining can
be found in [12, 17, 20].
PADMA [14] and PAPYRUS [2] are two of the earliest (late 1990s) reported
multi-agent clustering systems. These systems aimed to achieve the integration
of knowledge discovered from different sites with a minimum amount of network communication and a maximum amount of local computation. PADMA
uses a facilitator (or coordinator) agent to direct interaction between the mining
agents. As such, it is based on a centralised architecture. PADMA agents are
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used to access local data and perform analysis. The local clusters are collected
centrally to generate the global clusters. In addition, PADMA can be used to
generate hierarchical clusters in the context of document categorisation. On the
other hand, PAPYRUS differs from PADMA in that it is a distributed clustering
system. PAPYRUS adopted a Peer-to-Peer model where both data and results
can be moved between agents according to given MAS strategies. A more recent
multi-agent clustering system is KDEC [16]. KDEC is a distributed densitybased clustering algorithm also founded on the Peer-to-Peer model. In KDEC
density estimation samples are transmitted, instead of actual data values so as to
preserve data privacy and minimize communication between sites. A multi-agent
clustering system directed at documents has been proposed in [24]; the objective
here is to improve the accuracy and the relevancy of information retrieval processes. Kiselev et al. [15] proposed a clustering agent based system dealing with
data streams in distributed and dynamic environments whereby input data sets
and decision criteria can be changed at runtime (clustering results are available
at anytime and are continuously revised to achieve the global clustering).
The above systems use agents to facilitate data privacy and support distributed data clustering (mining). There is little reported work on an agent
based clustering systems that support intra-agent negotiation in order to refine
(enhance) cluster configurations. In [1] Agogino et al. proposed an agent-based
cluster ensemble approach to generate a best cluster configuration. Reinforcement learning, to maximise a utility function with respect to the original clustering results, is used to achieve the desired best clustering. However, the approach
proposed in the paper operates in a different manner by using negotiation among
agents to improved the quality of clustering result. It is argued that this approach
harnesses the true power of agents.

3

The MADM Framework

The proposed MADM framework, as noted above, comprises four categories of
agent:
1.
2.
3.
4.

User agents.
Data agents.
Clustering agents.
Validation agents.

User agents are the interface between end users and the MADM environment.
The agents are responsible for obtaining the input from the user, spawning clustering agents in order to perform the clustering task and presenting the derived
clustering result. To the above list of specific MADM agents we can also add a
number of housekeeping agents that are utilised within the MADM framework.
Data agents are the “owners” of data sources. There is a one-to-one relationship between data agents and data sources. Data agents can be thought of as
the conduit whereby clustering agents can access data.
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Clustering agents are the “owners” of clusters. Groups of clustering agents
can be though of as representing a clustering algorithm. With respect to this paper the K-means [18] and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [7] clustering algorithms
have been adopted; however, our collections of clustering agents could have been
configured to perform some alternative form of clustering (for example hierarchical clustering). A number of clustering agents will be spawned, as required,
by a user agent in order to perform some clustering task. Thus, each clustering agent represents a cluster and is responsible for selecting a record from a
data set and determining whether that record would belong to its cluster or not.
The number of clustering agents, therefore depends on the number of clusters
(K). In the case of the K-means algorithm the number of clusters is predefined;
thus, by extension, the number of clustering agents that will be spawned will
also be predefined. In the case of the KNN approach only one initial clustering
agent will be spawned; then, as the KNN algorithm progresses further clustering
agents may be created. Details concerning the operation of K-means and KNN
with respect to the proposed MADM framework will be presented in Section 5.
Clustering agents collectively have two principal functions: (i) initial generation
of a “start” cluster configuration, and (ii) cluster refinement.

User
Agent
House Keeping
Agents

User

Clustering
Agent 1

Clustering
Agent 3

Clustering
Agent 2

Clustering
Agent N

Validation
Agent

Data
Agent

DB

Fig. 1. Proposed MADM Framework

Validation agents are a special type of agent that performs validation operations on clustering results. Each validation agent is the “owner” of a technique
for measuring the “goodness” of a given cluster configuration. In the current
system validation agents consider either cluster cohesion or cluster separation or
both.
A possible configuration for the proposed MADM framework, incorporating
the above, is presented in Figure 1. The Figure includes a User Agent, a collection of Clustering Agents, a Data Agent, a Validation Agent and some house-
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keeping agents. The directed arcs indicate communication between agents. Note
that communication can be bidirectional or unidirectional and that the Data
Agent directly communicates with each Clustering Agent. Intra-communication
between Clustering Agents takes follows a protocol that permits negotiation
about cluster exchange to take place.
The framework has been realised using the Java Agent Development Environment (JADE) [3]. The house keeping agents provided by JADE, include the
AMS (Agent Management System) agent and the DF (Directory Facilitator)
agent. The AMS agent is responsible for managing and controlling the lifecycle
of other agents in the platform, whereas the DF agent provides a “yellow pages”
service to allow agents to register their capabilities.

4

Agent Communication within the Framework

The agents within our framework need to be able to communicate to carry
out their tasks. JADE provides a communication mechanism that makes use of
the FIPA ACL performatives [9]. However, as has been discussed previously in
[19], the FIPA ACL has limited applicability to dialogues not involving purchase
negotiations. Given that we wish to permit the agents in our system to engage in
dialogues about the exchange of items between cluster configurations, we need
a more expressive language to support this communication. As such, we have
defined and implemented a set of performatives to enable our agents to engage in
negotiations about the suitability of moving items/merging between clusters. At
the highest level, the performatives are categorised as follows: holding a dialogue;
performing the clustering task, negotiating about the movement of items between
clusters; informing others about the clustering results.
The performatives are defined axiomatically in terms of the pre-conditions
that must hold for an agent to be able to use the performatives and the postconditions that apply following the use of the performatives. The agents use
the performatives as part of a protocol that governs the exchange of information
between the agents. For reasons of space we do not include here the details of the
semantics of the performatives, but instead describe the communication protocol
that the agents follow when using the communication language. We indicate in
italics the performatives used at each stage.
A dialogue opens (mining request) which triggers a mining request to the
data, cluster and validation agents to join. Once the recipient agents have entered
the dialogue (join dialogue), the clustering task is performed (inform data). On
completion of the initial clustering, the agents evaluate the cohesion and seperation of their clusters and as a result may broadcast to other agents that items
be moved between clusters (propose item move). The recipients of the proposal
can then reply by accepting (accept item move) or rejecting the proposed move
(reject item move). We also permit retraction of a proposed item move (retract
item move) if it is subsequently found to yield an unsuitable configuration. When
the items have been moved between clusters and the agents are happy to accept
the results, the clustering agents inform the validation agent of the new config-
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urations (inform cluster ). The overall cluster configuration is then sent to the
user agent (inform cluster configuration), after which moves are made for agents
to exit the dialogue (leave dialogue) and subsequently end it (close dialogue).
The way in which the reconfiguration of clusters happens is dependant upon
the clustering algorithm used, as will be described in the next section.

5

Operation

The operation of the proposed MADM clustering mechanism is described in
this section. As noted in the foregoing, Clustering Agents are spawned by a
User Agent according to the nature of the end user’s initial “clustering request”.
Fundamentally there are two strategies for spawning Clustering Agents: the Kmeans strategy and the KNN strategy. In the K-means strategy the user prespecifies the number of clusters, K, that are required; in which case K Clustering
Agents are spawned. In the case of the KNN strategy the MADM process decides how many clusters are required, thus initially only one Clustering Agent
is spawned (more may be generated later as required). The operation of the
proposed MADM clustering mechanism comprises two phases: a bidding phase
and a refinement phase. During the bidding phase Clustering Agents compete for
records by “bidding” for them in an “auction” setting where the Data Agent acts
as the auctioneer. For each record the Clustering Agent that poses the best bid
wins the record and includes it in its cluster (see Sub-sections 5.1 and 5.2). During the refinement phase each Clustering Agents tries to pass unwanted records
(records that no longer fit within its cluster definition) to other agents. This can
also be conceptualised in terms of an auction; each Clustering Agent acts as a
local auctioneer and tries to sell its unwanted records by inviting other clustering agents to bid for them. The operation of the refinement phase is entirely
independent of the spawning strategy adopted. However the operation of the
bidding phase differs according to the nature of the spawning strategy. The rest
of this section is organised as follows. In Sub-sections 5.1 and 5.2 the operation of
the biding phase with respect to the K-means and KNN spawning strategies are
described. Sub-section 5.3 then describes the operation of the refinement phase.
Table 1. Bidding phase founded on K-means Spawning Strategy
Phase I: Bidding using K-means
Input: Dataset (D = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dn }), the desired number of clusters (K)
Output: An initial clustering configuration
1. User Agent spawns K Clustering Agents (C = {c1 , c2 , · · · , cK })
2. Each Clustering Agent sends a data request to the indicated Data Agent
3. Data Agent sends first K records ({d1 , d2 , · · · , dK }) to the K Clustering Agents;
d1 to c1 , d2 to c2 , and so on.
4. Each Clustering Agent calculates its cluster centroid
5. ∀di ∈ D (i = K + 1 to n)
6.
∀cj ∈ C (j = 1 to K)
7.
bidDistance = di − centroid cj
8.
Allocate di to cj so as to minimise bidDistance
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Table 2. Bidding phase founded on KNN Spawning Strategy
Phase I: Bidding using KNN
Input: Dataset (D = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dn }), threshold t
Output: An initial clustering configuration
1. User Agent spawns a single Clustering Agent (c1 )
2. K = 1
3. ∀di ∈ D (i = 2 to n)
4.
∀cj ∈ K (j = 1 to K)
5.
bidDistance = nearest neighbour to di
6.
IF ∃cj ∈ C such that bidDistance < t, allocate di to cj so as to minimise
bidDistance
7.
ELSE K = K + 1, spawn Clustering Agent cK , allocate di to cK

5.1

Biding Phase founded on the K-means Spawning Strategy

The operation of the bidding process with respect to the K-means strategy is
presented in Table 1. K clustering agents are spawned to represent the clusters
(line 1). Each Clustering Agent is then allocated a single record, by the identified
Data Agent, and this record is used to represent the centroid of each cluster (lines
2 to 4). The clustering agents then bid for the remaining records in D (lines 5
to 8). In the current implementation the bidDistance equates to the “distance”
of di to the nearest neighbour of di in the cluster. At the end of the process
the K clustering agents will collectively hold an initial cluster configuration.
Note that, in common with standard K-means clustering, the “goodness” of this
initial configuration is very much dependent on the nature of the first K records
selected to define the initial clusters.
5.2

Biding Phase founded on the KNN Spawning Strategy

The biding phase founded on the KNN spawning strategy, as noted above, commences with a single Clustering Agent (Ci ). The operation of this bidding process is presented in Table 2. Note that the process requires a nearest neighbour
threshold, t, as a parameter. The threshold is used to determine the “nearest
neighbour”. If the bidDistance is less than the threshold, this record in question
is allocated to the “closest” cluster (line 6). If there is no “closest” cluster a new
Clustering Agent is spawned (line 7). Note that the chosen value of t can significantly affect the number of Clustering Agents that are spawned. The authors
proposed a method to identify the most appropriate value for t in [5].
5.3

Refinement (Negotiation) Phase

The refinement process is presented in Table 3. The refinement process is driven
using individual cluster cohesion values and an overall cluster configuration
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seperation value. We wish to generate a configuration which minimises the cohesion values and maximises the separation value. The refinement phase commences (line 1) with each Clustering Agent determining its own cluster cohesion
value and the set of Clustering Agents collectively determining a separation
value. Cluster cohesion (the compactness of a cluster) can be determined, by
each clustering agent, simply by considering the distance between the members
of its cluster. In order to determine the degree of separation (the distinctiveness
of each cluster with respect to each other cluster) agents must communicate
with one another. For this latter purpose each Cluster Agent defines its cluster in terms of its centroid and these values are then transmitted to all other
clustering agents so that an overall separation value can be determined. With
respect to the framework described in this paper the Within Group Average Distance (WGAD) and the Between Group Average Distance (BGAD) metrics were
adopted to determine cluster cohesion and separation respectively (alternative
methods could equally well have been adopted). These metrics are described in
Section 6. The cohesion and separation values are sufficient if the cohesion values
are below a specified cohesion threshold and the separation value is above a prespecified separation threshold. If this is not the case the cluster associated with
each Clustering Agent (ci ) will be be split into two sub-clusters: a major subcluster and a minor sub-cluster. The splitting is achieved by applying a standard
K-means algorithm (with K set to 2) to the records held by ci . The cluster with
the smallest number of records is then designated to be the minor sub-cluster
and these records are then put up for auction. The auction proceeds in a similar
manner to that described for the bidding phase founded on the K-means strategy (see Sub-section 5.1) with the distinction that the WGAD value is used as
the bidDistance. This process repeats until satisfactory cohesion and separation
values are reached. Note (line 8) that on any given iteration, if a record cannot
be allocated to a class (because its WGAD value is too high) it is allocated to
an outlier cluster.

6

Cluster Configuration Metrics

In order for agents to bid for examples some appropriate metric must be adopted.
The process for deciding when and how to move a record also requires recourse to
some metric, as does deciding when to split and merge clusters. Essentially there
are three ways of measuring the “goodness” of a proposed cluster configuration.
We can measure intra-cluster cohesion, we can measure inter-cluster separation
or we can adopt both metrics. This section presents a review of some of the
metrics that may be used to measure the goodness of a cluster configuration and
the metrics used in the context of the work described in this paper.
In context of the work described the authors have adopted the Within Group
Average Distance (WGAD) [23] and the Between Group Average Distance (BGAD)
metrics:
Pi=|C|
W GAD =

i=1

dist(xi , c)
.
|C|

(1)
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Table 3. Algorithm for refinement phase
Algorithm Phase II: Refinement
Input: a set of clusters
Output: an improved clustering result
1. For all clusters calculate cluster cohesion and separation values
2. DO WHILE there exists cluster cohesion value > cohesion threshold
or cluster separation value < separation threshold
3.
∀ci ∈ C (i = 1 toK)
3.
Split a cluster ci into two sub-clusters, cmajor and cminor using K-means
4.
∀d ∈ cminor
5.
∀cj ∈ C (j = 1 to K and j 6= i)
6.
bidDistance = W GADj (see Section 6)
7.
IF ∃cj ∈ C such that bidDistance < cohesion threshold, allocate d
to cj so as to minimise bidDistance
8.
ELSE Allocate d to “outlier cluster”
9. IF no “successful” bids end loop

BGAD =

i=K
X

dist(ci , c) .

(2)

i=1

where |C| is the number of objects in a cluster (i.e. the size of a cluster), c is the
cluster centroid, and dist(xi , c) is the distance between object xi and the cluster
centroid. K is the number of clusters.
The lower the WGAD value the greater the cohesiveness of the cluster,
whereas the higher the BGAD value the greater the separation of the clusters
from one another. We wish to minimise the WGAD and maximise the BGAD
to achieve a best cluster configuration. The target WGAD value, the cohesion
threshold, is the average WGAD across the identified set of clusters multiplied
by a factor p (0 < p < 1.0). The target BGAD value, the separation threshold,
is the BGAD value for the initial cluster configuration multiplied by a factor q
(1.0 < q < 2.0). Our experiments indicate that values of p = 0.8 and q = 1.2
tend to produce good results.

7

Evaluation

To evaluate our approach we experimented with a selection of data sets taken
from the UCI machine learning repository [11]. We compared the operation of our
MADM approach with the well known K-means and KNN clustering algorithms.
In each case we recorded the accuracy of the clustering operation, with respect to
the known (ground truth) clustering. For the K-means algorithm the number of
desired clusters must be pre-specified in order to spawn an appropriate number
of clustering agents. For this purpose we have used the number of classes given in
the UCI repository. The t parameter used for KNN was selected, for evaluation
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Table 4. Comparison of the result accuracy provided by K-means task distribution
before and after cluster configuration improvement.
No. Data Set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Num Accuracy Accuracy Cohesion Seperation
Classes Phase I Phase II threshold threshold

Iris
Zoo
Wine
Heart
Ecoli
Blood Transfusion
Pima Indians
Breast cancer

3
7
3
2
8
2
2
2

0.89
0.76
0.68
0.55
0.76
0.76
0.65
0.79

0.97
0.78
0.70
0.59
0.80
0.76
0.66
0.85

1.41
1.94
204.95
33.87
0.42
794.16
65.08
283.16

2.03
1.95
296.73
106.28
0.54
4582.29
290.60
1729.93

purposes, according to the nature of the input so as to be compatible with the
specified number of clusters. The results using K-means and KNN are reported
in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. The columns in the tables describe: the number
of identified clusters (classes), the accuracy after the initial Phase I clustering
(i.e. the accuracy that would be achieved using K-means or KNN without any
further negotiation), the accuracy after refinement (Phase II), and the calculated
cohesion and separation thresholds. Accuracy values are calculated as follow:
Pi=K

Ci
.
(3)
m
Where K is the number of clusters, m is the number of records and Ci is the
size (in terms of the number of records) of the majority class for cluster i. Note
that the ground truth is only used here to evaluate the outcomes.
Accuracy =

i=1

Table 5. Comparison of the result accuracy provided by KNN task distribution before
and after cluster configuration improvement.
No. Data Set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Iris
Zoo
Wine
Heart
Ecoli
Blood Transfusion
Pima Indians
Breast cancer

Num
Classes
4
7
3
2
7
2
2
2

t Accuracy Accuracy Cohesion Seperation
Phase I Phase II threshold threshold
0.99
2.24
164.31
115.29
0.42
3500.83
149.08
826.75

0.84
0.82
0.65
0.55
0.64
0.76
0.65
0.63

0.93
0.73
0.65
0.64
0.67
0.76
0.65
0.84

1.90
2.42
281.49
21.96
0.38
1222.54
133.77
205.51

1.93
2.55
282.98
62.51
0.26
3090.16
152.08
847.98

From the tables it can be seen that in the majority of cases (shown in bold
font) agent negotiation serves to enhance the initial clustering, with the Kmeans approach tending to outperform the KNN approach. Interestingly, in the
case of the Zoo data set when using the KNN approach, negotiation had an
adverse effect; the research team conjecture that this is something to do with
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the large number of classes (and hence the large amount of “splitting”) featured
in this data set. In the remaining cases the situation remained unchanged, either
because a best configuration had been identified immediately, or because the
WGAD and BAGD values could not be reduced). It should also be noted that
the number of class values given in Table 4 (column three) are the ground truth
values; the KNN approach does not always produce the correct number of classes
and hence this is why the accuracy values are not always as good as in the case
of the K-means approach.

8

Conclusion

A MADM framework to achieve multi-agent based clustering has been described.
A particular feature of the framework is that it enables agents to negotiate so
as to improve on an initial clustering. The framework can be used in a number
of ways. Two approaches were considered: K-means and KNN. Evaluation using
a number of datasets taken from the UCI repository indicates that in most
cases (and especially when using the K-means approach) a better clustering
configuration can be obtained as a result of the negotiation process.
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